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Bombers Seek fifth Straight Vs. C. W. Post Saturday 
The Ithacan Pioneers In Two Loss Skein; ltha<a Undefeated At Home 
Ithaca College, Ithaca, N. Y. 
by Bruce Theobald 
Coach Dick Lyon's football squad will he seeking its fifth 
straight victory this Saturday afternoon when C. W. Post visits 
South Hill in the season's home finale. Kick-off time is scheduled 
for two. 
''Wet" Fall Weekend Lists ICCompanyTours 
· . Upper N.Y. State 
The Bombers, after losing to 
West Chester 21-8 in the season's 
inaugural, have now won four in 
a row, rolling past Kings 34-0, 
Brockport 36-6, Cortland 24-12, 
and Bridgeport 24-13, in that order. Manhattan Holiday Theme With Shakespeare 
by Frank Racioppo 
Post, although undefeated up 
until they into Swarthmore College 
two weeks ago, have had al\ 
close decisions. They upset St. 
Lawrence 7-6, edged Cortland 
20-14, and squeezed by Trenton 
State 14-12 before being knocked 
from the unbeaten ranks by 
Swarthmore, 22-7. Last week Ly-
coming College dumped them 
32-12. 
The annual Student Council sponsored Fall Weekend is sched-
uled for next weekend, November 2, 3, and 4. Under the direction 
of Frank Buono the weekend will feature the serving of beer at 
all functions as well as three dances in the Union Building. The 
weekend's theme will be "Manhattan Holiday." 
Frank B~ono, a junior in the 
History department is Coordinator 
of the weekend. He,. is also Presi-
dent of the Junior Class and a 
prominent member of Delta Kappa 
Fraternity, 
Working with Buono are: Bobbie 
. Lavin, Publicity; Ken Dodd, Tic-
kets; and Jan Thornten, King and 
Queen Committte Chairman. 
Friday Nights' kick-off dance 
with the theme "Village Beat" will 
me held to the beat of "The Sawyer 
Boys", a local group who last 
played for IC at Frosh Camp. 
Delta Kappa will play host for 
· the Saturday night dance which 
promises "A Night on the Town" 
in its theme. This evening's fes-
tivities will be held to the music 
of Richard Maltby and his Orches-
tra. The dance will be held from 
10 p.m. until 2 a.m. There will be 
3:30 late permissions for girls who 
attend this dance. 
"Curtain Time" will be the theme 
of the variety show which will be 
held in the College Theater Satur-
day afternoon. The variety show 
will be followed by a matinee in 
Application Date 
For Defense Loan 
Set for January 1 
The National Defense Student 
Loan Fund is available to all full-
time, undergraduate students at 
Ithaca College. Applications must 
be submitted each semester. 
The committee on loans has an-
nounced Spring semester deadline 
for application as January 1. 
The maximum amount that may 
be applied for is $500, and the 
amount .granted will be determined 
by need and by the available funds. 
Students following a career in 
public elementary ' and secondary 
school teaching may have 10% per 
year up to five years or 50% of 
their loans forgiven by submitting 
affidavits of their status each 
year. 
For application forms contact 
the Treasurer of Ithaca: College. 
Whitney is Chairman 
"A Shakespeare Sampler," which 
completed its four-day engagement 
at the Ithaca College Little Theatre 
last Saturday night, is presently 
touring Upper New York State. 
Since last Monday the company 
has played high schools in Skan-
eateles, Rochester, Brighton, Onei-
da and many other stops. 
The Company travels by station 
wagon and bus and the players 
play one-day stands in the same 
manner as a professional road com-
pany. 
In order to facilitate operations 
many props and costumes have to 
be left behind as well as the sacri-
ficing of many technical effects. 
Included in the roa·d program 
are The Prologues from Henry IV 
and As You Like It, and a more 
condensed version of Merry Wives 
of Windsor than seen by Ithaca 
College audiences. Hamlet exerpts 
are also condensed. 
The tour serves a dual purpose; 
it gives Ithaca College Drama stu-
dents an idea of what working in 
a road show entails as well as 
affording high school audiences a 
glimpse of Shakespearian Theater. 
Mr. Al Leach is traveling with 
the show as chaperone and tech-
nical director. 
The Pioneers, posting a 6-3 
record last year, will be on the 
rebound and will be trying to bring 
Ithaca's winning skein to a halt. 
On the other hand, the Bombers 
will also be on the rebound even 
though stringing up the past four 
opponents. For the past two years 
Post has hung 12-6 and 26-20 de-
.feats on Ithaca to even the series 
between the two schools at two 
apiece. IC shutout the Pioneers 
in both '58 and '59, 18-0 and 21-0, 
respectively. 
The Green and Gold lost last 
year's entire starting backfield but 
have one of the toughes't small 
college lines in the area. Veterans 
from tackle to tackle were at least 
two deep at the start of the season. 
Coa"Ch Roy Ilowit has had to 
look for sophomores to come 
through in the quarterback slot. 
For this game the IC coaching 
staff has selected all eleven seniors 
as honorary captains. 
Coach Dick Lyon 
Sophomore Class 
Plans Halloween 
11 Monster Mash" 
On Wednesday, October 31, 
at 8 :30, the sophomore class 
will present the "Monster Mash" 
on Halloween night. All girls who 
attend the dance will be afforded 
a twelve o'clock curfew, as the 
"Moster Mash" will continue until 
11:30. 
The dance will be highlighted 
by the music of the "Dynamos" and 
tl1e introduction of the freshman 
candidates for office at intermis-
sion. 
Morie's and Traveler's. Alcoholic 
beverages will be served at reduced 
prices. 
On Sunday afternoon Mike 
Kelly's" Thrashers" will play rock'n 
roll to the theme of "Central Park 
Annual Phi Mu Alpha Recit:al Naval Officer !0 
Offer Information 
Prizes will be awarded for the 
most unusual costumes, refresh-
ments will be served. Cvst of the 
evening will be stag 75c: drag-
$1.25. 
Sv,ing." 
1 
The weekend promises to be one 
of the highlights of the Fall semes-
ster. Since alcoholic beverages will 
be served at all Union functions, 
students are asked to establish 
proof of age upon request. 
IC Undergraduate 
Enrollment Tops 
Previous Record 
Ever-expanding Ithaca College 
reached a new high in undergradu-
ate enrollment this semester. A 
total of 1780 students, an increase 
ot 12.4% over the 1530 of a year 
ago, are now attending IC. 
There was a 20% rise in the Arts 
and Science enrollment which is 
755. An increased registration was 
also noticed in the School of Music 
'With 334 students and in the School 
of Health and Physical Education 
'With an enrollment of 507. 
The sharpest adval\ce in enroll-
ment was noted in the · Physical 
Therapy department. The depart-
lllent has registered 134 students 
tor this semester; a 36.7% increase 
aver last year's 98 students. 
Listed For Tomorrow Night: For Commissions IC Concert Bond 
To Give Concert 
N.ext Wednesday 
The Brothers of Phi Mu Alpha 
Sinfonia will present their annual 
fall recital on Friday, October 26, 
at 8:15 in the Music Hall. 
The members of Delta Chapter 
recently appointed John Whitney 
as their Recital Chairman for the 
1962-63 school year. 
The program will begin wtih 
''Contrapunctus I" by J. S. Bach, 
and "Sonatina" by Dimiti Kabalev-
sky, performed by a Brass Sextet 
including Malcolm McDuffie, trum-
pet, Malcolm Rowell, trumpet; 
Albert Bigelow, French horn; 
Harvey Huth, baritone; Howard 
Winslow, trombone; and Ned Shaf-
fer, tuba. 
This will be followed by "Sonata 
No. 4 in C Major" by Handel, 
played by Robert Verity, flutist, 
and accompanied by Marianna E. 
Savona. 
Next will be "Claire de Lune" 
by Debussy, performed by William 
Tisdale, pianist. 
The first half of the program 
John Whitney 
CDR Walter Straight, USNR, 
of the United States Navy Recruit-
ing Station, Buffalo, New York, 
disclosed today to the ITHACAN 
that a Navy Officer Information The Ithaca College Concert Band, 
Team will be on campus at Student under the baton of Walter Beeler, 
Union November 1, 1962. The will offer the first concert of the 
express purpose of their visit is to year on Wednesday, October 31, 
provide all interested students with at g: 15 in the Music Hall. 
information about the many oppor- The program will begin with 
tunities in the U.S. Navy as Com- "West Point Suite" by Milhaud. 
missioned Officers. 
This Officer Information Team 
will have the full particulars on 
Next will be "Intermezzo" from 
'Vanessa' by Barber (arr. Beeler). 
This will be followed by "News. 
Navy, OCS, Aviation (Aviator, reel Suite" by Schumann. 
Observor and Ground Officer), The latter half of the program 
Nurse Corps, Medical, Dental, Sup- will begin with "Margaret Suite'' 
ply, Staff, Wave Officer and other by Zanelli, a first performance. 
programs. The next selection will be "Poly. 
In the case of women officers, phonies for Percussion" by Benson. 
there are many new opportunities "Excerpts" - Sebastian Ballet by 
will conclude with "Scherzo" by now being offered and it will be to Menotti (arr. Lang) will be the 
Harold Owen, and "Roulade" by the advantage of the junior and next offering. 
Maurice C. Whitney. These selec- senior women to receive all the de- The final number on the pro-
tions will be executed by a Clari- tails on these new opportunities gram will be "March t:o the Scaf-
for their immediate post college fold" from Symphonic Fantasque 
(Continued on page 8) planning. by Berlioz (arr. Leidzen). 
Page Two 
c-Jo Keep ~e~ ... 
.-\ special news conference held by President Kennedy and 
aired world wide by Television and Radio finally stated the 
position of the United States in the Cuban crises. 
President Kennedy left no doubt in the minds of Americans 
North and South of the Equator, that the United States will stand 
firm against any attempt by Russia or any other foreign agressor, 
to occupy militarily or technologically, any country in the Western 
Hemisphere. 
Kennedy has taken a stand against the bold-face Kruschev, 
who time and again has declared "we will bury you," and has 
called the Premier a "liar'' in effect. The President has also made 
clear that Ambassador l\Iikoyan's words of peace are also false, 
and that no longer will the American people be soothed by words 
of ''peaceful co-existence." 
\Ye as Americans, must now prepare to stand up to the Rus-
sian threat. Action against any agressor within our Hemisphere 
MUST be dealt with at the risk of nuclear war. There is no 
backing down to this threat. There MUST never be another "Bay 
of Pigs." 
The American people i\·IUST be full ready to deal with this 
threat. There MUST never be another Pearl Harbor. 
We of The Ithacan call students of Ithaca College as well as 
every young man and woman in The United States to realize the 
situation with which we are faced. We, the youth of this country 
will be left the responsibility of maintaining a world united in 
Peace, for our generation, for our children's generation and the 
generation of their children. 
\Ve urge you to anticipate the possible perils of our age, 
n.ot to wait for these perils to become realities. 
THE ITHACAN 
Letters 
To The Editor 
Dear Editor, 
The arrival of Parents Weekend 
afforded us the privilege of several 
Palm Trees and assorted flower 
boxes filled with a magnificent 
array of petaled lovlincss, to say 
nothing of a splendid display of 
Roast Beef. We were also treated 
to the melodious sounds of the 
Ithaca College Concert Band which 
is the subject of my letter. 
The presence of the ltha-ca Col-
lege Band was overshadowed only 
by the fine effort of the IC Bomb-
ers on the South Hill field. I would 
like to say Thank You to the Ith-
aca College Band for participation 
in Saturday afternoon activities. I 
would urge the band to return this 
Saturday for the IC vs. C. W. Post 
game. 
The disappearance of the Palm 
Trees and assorted flower boxes 
filled with a magnificent array of 
petaled lovliness will not be as con-
spicuous as the absence of The 
Ithaca College Concert Band only, 
coincidentally, one week after Par-
Thursday, October 25, 1962 
Harrop .Freeman Speaks On 
Cuba In WICB Presentation 
by Tony Nacinovich 
In the wake of President Ken- Mr. Freeman displayed a great 
nedy's Monday evening atldress to deal of concern over the possibili'.\" 
the nation, in which he· stated our of an accidental war precipitat,•rt 
newly adopted Cuban policy forced by human error. He sighted 12 
upon us by the· Soviet Union, nuclear accidents which could ha\"e 
WICB-TV aired a special press resulted in a war and 4 occasior.s 
conference with Harrop Free·man, when an enemy attack was fallad-
candidate for Congress to repre- ously reported. To prevent misha;,s 
sent the 33rd Congressional· Dis- of this nature, Freeman propo~~<l 
trict. ' the abandoning of the oversras 
Mr. Freeman is running on bases of the Strategic Air Com-
a platform based on a reduction mand, since these bases are 01:Jy 
of the arms build-up and an em- good if we intend to "strike first.'' 
phasis on the securing of peace. He further added that a SAC base 
He is supported by the Liberal could completely be destroyed by 
Party and the Voters For Peace- one nuclear explosion. Mr. Freeman 
ful Alternatives. neglected to present any concrete 
reasons why Russia would wish to 
Freeman was extensively ques- bomb empty SAC bases after the 
tioned about our present standing 
in Cuba. He commended the Presi- "aggressor" planes had departed. 
The candidate concluded with an dent for his shift to offensive tac-
tics which were in accordance with appeal for the American people to 
carefully consider what the Pre~i-international law, and further dent has said and not react emo-
stated that the President is not call-
ing us into a position which means tionally. He is of the opinion that 
ents Weekend. the U. S. and Russia are alike 
Steve Pressfield war. According to Mr. Freeman, and can live together-but not if 
Class of ,65 our position is similar to that of we have war. 
(J,H,B,t g~em, ~ j'tltaca, ~~.' Russia, since we now have foreign M F , r. reeman s comments are dif-.--------------- nuclear armaments close to our ficult to understand when ob-shores. 
The construction of a new ultra-modern campus on the There will be an impor- served in the light of Lenin's (ac-
South l:lill and t!ie introd1;1ction of a unique educational program, tant meeting of the ltha- In his address, President Ken- knowledged by Krushchev as the 
The Tnplum, brmgs to mmd the need for a new ethical program, can Staff Sunday at 3 p.m, nedy pointed out that two occa- founder and patron saint of Rus-
which would raise moral standards on the Ithaca College campus in the Newspaper office. · sions the Soviets lied in stating sian Communism) teachings on co-
to an equally modern level. All Staff members are re- that they did not need missile existence: "The existence of the 
Jt. is no secret to the upperclassmen of Ithaca College that quired to attend. Students sights beyond the Soviet Union. Soviet Republic side by side with 
many students have been guilty of cheating OR examinations im- interested in joining the· Freeman attempted to justify this the imperialist states for a long 
proper dress, abusive language and an attitude towards m~rals Ithacan Staff are also by explaining that misrepresenta- time is unthinkable. In the end 
w.hich is suggestive of a primitive society, rather than our own asked to attend. Positions tion is common in diplomacy. He either one or the other will conquer 
high culture. are still open for news re- failed to explain how disarmament and until that end comes, a series 
In addition, is a known fact that faculty members have been porters. negotiations could be successful of the most terrible collisions be-
excessively free with the use of_ identical examinations year after since they would also be subject to tween the Soviet Republic and the 
year. Other teachers have been known to leave the room while an '---------------' "misrepresentationns." In the past bourgeois states is inevitable ... 
abundance of "student assistance" has been permitted to exist. Club few instances when Russia has We say: since his story marches 
W f Th I h 1 · · b f I been willing to come to a partial forward in this way, we will have 
e O e t acan suggest a compete exammat1on, y acu - c,· agr' eernent with the free-world, 1·t b 
ty and students, of the existmg code of ethics used at Ithaca Col- 1pS to a andon peace for war · .. a 
ege, and the substitution thereof by an Honor System which would has been only a temporary conces- funeral dirge will be sung either 
be carefully developed by the Faculty Senate and a Student by Irving Wood sion predicated on furthering the over the Soviet Republic or over 
Committee. FORENSIC Oct. 31-Dr. Raymond acquisition of some other long term world capitalism. This is a respite 
·We would also suggest the adoption of this Hon-0r System on S. Beard Director of Forensics, go_al_. _____________ f_r_om __ w_a_r_.'_' ________ _ 
a trial basis for the Spring semester 1963 to test the possibility and Cortland, will speak on Parlia:- · 
validity of this program for Ithaca College. . mentary l,aw. All officers and 
The development of this ethical program. would be an addi- members Olf organizations on 
tional credit to the advancement of Ithaca College. campus .are urged to attend. The 
public is invited to all meetings. 
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FIRST FLOOR 
BADGES- FAVORS-MUGS-TROPHIES 
Phone AR 2-5001 
HILLEL Oct. 26-The third dis-
cussion in the Basic Jewish Atti-
tudes Series will be led by Daniel 
Picard of Cornell. The topic is 
"The Basis and Significance of 
Ritual"; 7:30 pm at Ana:bel Tay-
lor Hall. 
Oct. 28-David Boroff will speak 
on the "Image of the Jew i~ 
American Fiction" at a Brunch 
held in Anabel Taylor Hall at 
10:30 am. Mr. Boroff, an Asst. 
prof. of English at New York 
University, is the author of 
"Campus U.S.A." A bus will be 
provided. 
NEWMAN CULB Oct. 28-Mass 
at 11:00 am in the Rec. Room. 
Oct. 30-Father Murphy will 
conduct classes in Union #16. 
Theology classes from 7:00 to 
8 :00. pm, History class from 
8:00 to 9:00 pm. 
Oct. 31-Confessions will be 
heard by Father Murphy from 
6 :30 to 7 :30 pm in the kitchen-
ette off the Rec. Room. 
Low Mass will be said on AU 
Saints' Day and All Souls' Day 
at '1:00 am in the Rec. Room. 
STUDENTS' WIVES CLUB Oct. 
31-Either a Make-up or a Home 
Demonstration Expert will speak 
at this week's meeting in Hilliard 
House, 603 East Seneca St., at 
8:30 pm. 
UCF Oct. 28-"The Church and 
the Left" will be the topic for 
this week's meeting. The speaker 
has not been selected. Union 
#16 from 6:00 to 7:00 pm. 
ALUMNI NEWS 
by Jane Parrick 
Greg Aversa-'60 
who was a former Student Council 
President at Ithaca College; is mak-
ing the best use of this background 
in politics. Greg is planning to 
marry the secretary to the governor 
of Pennsylvania. Greg's main oc-
cupation, however, is assistant to 
the dean at Pratt Institute. 
Gerry Spero-R.&T.V. '61 
is now working in the Advertising 
Department of the Zenith Corpor-
ation out in the windy city of 
Chicago, Illinois. 
James Homer-:-'61 
who graduated Magna Cum Laude 
is in Buffalo, New York, working 
for Price Waterhouse & Co. A 
companion, Henry Howard Hulbert, 
who graduated in the same year 
as a major in accounting is also 
with the Buffalo firm. 
Al Eisenberg-D, '61 
has been working in Florida since 
leaving (what Al has termed) the 
most unique, cosmopolitan small 
town in existence. Al first worked 
in the advertising department of 
Station WLNQ Radio located in 
the Hillsboro Hotel of Tampa, 
Florida. About the end of June, 
however, he was considering a job 
wtih WHAM radio in Miami, Flor· 
ida. Al was also planning to do 
some acting with one of the play· 
house groups in Miami. 
Terri Brucklier-'62 D. 
who was back to visit I.C. last 
weekend was especially impressed 
with the fact that there is so much 
grass on campus this year. Terri 
is now employed with WKBW radio 
in Buffalo, N. Y. as the asst. head 
of publicity and promtion. Her job 
entails writing publicity, articles, 
copy, planning promotional cam· 
paigns and occasionally doing 
"Almanac:" Terri has also done 
Radio .Workshop dramatic shows 
and the discussion program, 
"Topic." You can usually hear 
Terri at 9:30 on Sunday nigh~ 
when she does a short program of 
humorous sidelights in the news. 
The title of the program is ":Mis· 
tress of Trifles." 
... have you hear~ coeds? 
We1ve Gone 11Ladies11 . with' our New 
separate Lady Lewis' Authentics dept. 
featuring sportswear and outerwear with 
you in mind 
IRV LEWIS MEN'S SHOP 
120 E. State St. 
Thursday, October 25, 1962 
Radio 600 
by Bob Brinkley 
Oft on a windy crag I stood 
And drank from nature's cup; 
Oft, though the rain drove hard I would 
Gaze onward, outward, up; 
Oft e'en when hailstones beat my brow, 
I strove to find Life's key 
Oft have I cursed this folly, for 
My sinus slaughter me. 
THEITIIACAN 
Prof. Ferguson 
Speaks on France-
U.S. Development 
"Rightest groups are calling for 
a return to a past way of life," said 
Ronald Ferguson of IC at the UCF 
meeting held in Union last Sun-
day. He then compared France and 
the United States since "the de-
velopment of rightest groups in 
both are very similar." 
I think I have started out this week's article with a timely He said that the U.S. groups 
poem, dedicated to those who wander among the wonders of nature are against communism, semitism, 
this time of year. One might call them nature nuts. One might and segregation ,while they believe 
warn these so-called nature nuts that deer season opens soon, and in capitalism and are fundamental 
that unless they wear bright colored clothes on their "back to na- Protestants. The French groups 
ture" stints, they may end up hantng upside down in some near- differ in that they believe in 
sighted huntsman's garage with a eer tag probably stuck through Catholicism. They are also similar 
one of their ears. Tnese hunters of the wild Appalachin region are in their membership-professional 
becoming so desparate for game that they will do anything. I people, retired military officers, 
came across two of them yesterday, laying World War II army and farmers. He continued with a 
surplus land mines around a water hole. Enough for this word to history of the Radical Right Move-
the wise. ment in the United States and in 
I've been promising you a daring expose now for about two France. 
weeks. Well here it is in part anyway. This is a list of the WICB 
radio announcers. Accompanying the list you will find what little 
pert_inent information I could accumulate on each. 
Jack Mindy-Radio 600 ltost on Monday evenings. Jack is 
known for his affiliation with a group of mice. He fondly calls it the 
mouse pack. And I have been informed that you, too, can become 
a member of the mouse pack by tuning your AM dial to 600 
every Monday evening. Gee, he even has _little mouse pack me'"?-
bership cards for those who are deeply interested. Who know s, 
if enough interest develops he might even come out with a secret 
decoder ring. 
Ken Dodd-Tuesday night host on Radio 600. Ken is a fat, 
jovial guy who hates just about everybody. He's the type of guy 
who started smoking to collect coupons. He's not feeling too well 
but his life in the tuberculosis hospital will be vastly improved by 
all the swell gifts he got from his newly acquired habit. Ken 
has a wife and a great little daughter. It amazes me to see how 
much the little devil has acquired from her daddy, oh well, I 
suppose every coupon counts. 
The rightest movement in the 
U.S. originated with the Know-
Nothing Party (1840's) who held 
that America should be ruled by 
her original settlers and not by im-
migrants. They, believing that the 
White Race is superior to the 
Negro, used the Bible to prove that 
the Negro should be subjected. 
Professor Ferguson added, the 
Ku Klux Klan carried the banner 
against the Negroes after the Civil 
War and in fact, still are doing so 
even though legislation has been 
passed outlawing them. After 1957 
the number of rightest . groups 
began to increase with the forma-
tions of the John Birch Society by 
Welch, the Christian Crusade by 
Schwartz, and the Minutemen. Bob Billings-Wednesday night host on Radio 600. Bob is ·a 
fink. But you should listen to the show anyway, af terall how In France the groups appeared 
can he botch up all the fine music? I shouldn't have said that, now about 1900. The earliest was the 
he'll find a way. Action Francais which developed 
• • , • • 
1 because of the Drefus Affair. The 
Dave Williams-Th1;1r~day n_1ght host on Rad_10 6_00. I! see~s Drefus Affair split the c~untry 
to me that the most stn~mg thmg about J?ave is his h_a1r. Hes into two fields of thought-the 
probably the only man ahve that accepts bids from various bar- h t d th kin d 
hers before having his hair cut. And if you think it takes awhile athrmy who sufplptorthe t De fug hand 
· 1 · f h · · ose w o e a re s a for Ithaca College to consider app 1cants or t e various pro1ects b d Th A t· F · 
h , D ' h · U h" · een wronge . e c wn •rancats on the new campus, you aven t seen aves air. p to t 1s point 1 t d th k" L t it hasn't become long enough to hamper his show any, and the a so suptor ~ k e ·i~g~h K~ er 
former radio 600 sportscaster manages to provide a nice well ghroucps, t ef F~w ecrs ~ d eF mg)' 
. · · t e ross o ire ( ro1s u eur , 
balanc~d evening of hstemng. the Hooded Ones, and the French 
Pete H einso11r-Gee, 1 couldn't find out a thing about him. You Solidarity League, believed in the 
see they keep him in a closet all week reading magazines and study- return to the monarchy. 
ing record charts for his show on Friday evenings. According to Prof. Ferguson, the 
· Hawkers of the king were students 
Well this is the beginning, or it could be the end of Brinldey's who formed a junior-sized Action 
Expose. Next week the management. Till then give radio 600 a Francais. Appearing in the 1930's, 
try, it's milder to the t;iste, and, by golly, it floats. the Crois du Feur thought that the 
:.~~ .:- °':::x 
... :,, ... } 
MAGNAVOX, PHONOLA, PILOT 
Hi-Fi Stereo Portable Phonographs, Huge Selection 
Rated Models. 
$19.95 to $269.95 
WEBCOR, NORELCO, PANASONIC 
of top 
Blank Tapes, Needles for all make Record Players 
Tape Recorders - $79.95 up 
Record Storage Racks-Terms if desired 
~~~~;:~~::rJ 
..!':'" -=.";.;~:.""-'~ .... ~ "'·~ 
~~:~;~~=~ 
government was selling out to the 
Communists. The Hooded Ones, 
whose members held allegiance in 
other rightest societies, was re-
(Continucd on page 5) 
,Join the 
,. College Week 
7-Day Cruise to 
NASSAU 
on the M.S. ltalita 
Lv. New York Sat. 
March 23 
$170.00 and up 
contact us for details 
Cook-
Gauntlet 
Agency, Inc. 
world-wide Travel Service 
AR 3-3073 
207 N. Aurora 
Page Three 
Review 
11 A Shakespearian Sampler11 
Variety and versatility were pre- pretation of Shakespere's •·Son of 
dominant in, A Shalcespcarc Sam- Henry IV". From beg-inning- to 
plcr, the initial production of the end vivacious acting- prevailed. 
Ithaca College's department of Nancy l~igard, Kathy Keating-, Jeff 
Drama and Speech last week in Cole, and Audrie Zerul showed ex-
the I.C. theater. With the use of cellent comic sense and seemed to 
musical overtures, simple settings, be enjoying their roles to the hilt. 
arduous directing, and aspirant Mr. Cole especially invoked many 
acting, the evening was both inter- loud bursts of laughter with his 
esting and rewarding. flagrant gestures and mumbling 
The staging was, for the most curses. 
part, iri excellent taste and only Jay Tarses, however, was the 
in the "Public's Choice" did it joy of the evening. With flamboy-
occasionally become choppy and ant arrogance, spitting language, 
stilted. and cocky cowardice, Falstaff sud-
Special credit must be given to denly became the new local "Pub-
John Gunning for his expert hand)- lie Choice". Praise must be given 
ing of the all-important interpre- for consistancy and a "joie de 
tation of Shakespeare. Throughout, vivre" that was gratefully ac-
a clarity of meaning was brought knowledged by a previously laugh-
forth to the audience although less audience. 
periodically one wondered if mean- The "Public's Choice" was the 
ing was as clear to the actor as it all time favorite Hamlet, and we're 
was to the audience. Still, a laud- sure that the public, after wit-
atory effort. nessing this abbreviated version, 
The ''President's Choice", the has not changed its mind. The 
first of the triumverate of the appeal and mental i~terest still 
evening, was a potpourri of vig- existed and was quite adequately 
nettes from comedy and tragedy stated by the actors. 
alike. The only problem existing The acting, on the whole, was 
here was comprehension, in taking excellent, especially in the case of 
Shakespeare out of context. In the Roger Harkenrider. His Hamlet 
ease of Troilus and Cressida, de- was sensitve and dynamic, if at 
spite valiant efforts by Allen Rock- times breathy, but understanding 
werk, Mike Witmer, and Bliss Beck- always. A good job. 
IC's Drama Department in a scene from Hamlet 
man, a struggle between actor and 
audience was evident and could not 
be overcome because of the overly 
beautiful words and analogies of 
"Master" Shakespeare. The play is 
a verbose one and would be difficult 
to play even in its entirety. much 
less in excerpt. Thus, consider-
ation must be given for the effort. 
The "Queen's Choice", or The 
lllcr,11 lVivc.~ of Windsor, was 
definitely the high spot of the eve-
ning. With carefree abandon and 
jovial understanding, the actors 
put forth a happy slam bang inter-
KORIK'S 
Custom Tailoring 
Ladies' and Men's 
Suits and Coat made 
to measure 
Alterations & Remodeling 
Formerly JOHN the Tailor 
2nd floor - 205 E. State St. 
The sword play at the end was 
well staged but appeared occasion-
ally wooden, as if the combatants 
were afraid of their foils. This 
however, is a minor point and was 
overshadowed by the concentrative 
efforts of every one in the theater, 
including those blessed latecomers. 
Voice production was fine ancl 
some excellent voice qualities were 
present. Future productions should 
be uplifted because of them. 
All in all, a g-ood opening- for 
what we hope to be a rather aus-
picious theatre season here at 1.C. 
j grcgory 
Patterson's 
Mobilgas 
WASHING AND 
GREASING 
Corner Buffalo 
& 
Aurora Streets 
Do You Eat at 
WES' CORNER DINER 
123 North Aurora 
the original home of the 
TULL YBERGER ? ? 
If Not Please Do 
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Outstanding Feature of Parents Weekend: Success 
The third annual Parents' Week- ----------------------------
Several members of the Ithaca College Gymnastic team per-
formed on the Trampoline during the Friday· night Variety Show 
held on the first night of Parents Weekend. 
end hosted a record number of par-
ents and Alumni. The three day 
program listed several important 
speeches, a Variety Show, a buffet 
luncheon, a Saturday night dance 
and many other important fea-
tures. 
A Friday 'afternoon registration 
period was followed by an evening 
Variety Show in the spacious 
Union Recreation Room on South 
Hill. With Dave Canteen, Student 
Council President acting as MC the 
evening's festivities began with a 
host of College Wit. 
Kappa Gamma Perfonns 
Kappa Gamma Psi presented two 
specialties from a Woodwind sec-. 
tion and Brass section. The first 
President Dillingham Speaks 
President Howard I. Dillingham 
then spoke about the expansion of 
Ithaca College into a unified col-
lege community. 
The Ithaca: College Choir was 
an added attraction at the Convo-
cation. Under the direction of Don-
ald E. Craig, Professor of Music, 
the Choir performed two numbers. 
Frank Eldridge was at the organ. 
A buffet luncheon featuring 
Roast Prime Ribs of Beef was then 
served. The hearty luncheon was 
followed by a Football game on 
South Hill which saw The Ithaca 
Bombers defeat a strong University 
of Bridgeport squad by the score of 
23-14. 
Mr. Greenwood Speaks 
Saturday evening, Eddie SaW3Cer, 
Chairman of the Parent's Commit-
tee spoke briefly to the parents and 
was followed by President Dilling-
ham. The highlight of the evening 
was· a speech given by William J. 
Greenwood, speaker for parents. 
Mr. Greenwood reminisced on the 
subject of whether or not the 
younger generation had really 
changed from the generation of 
their parents. Dave Canteen was 
once again, Master of Ceremonies. 
· A Slater Buffet Luncheon produced this look of amazement 
on the face of this alumnus. In the background, a typical Saturday 
luncheon of Prime Ribs of Beef Platter is prepared by a Slater 
Chef. (White Hat) 
Sunday afternoon featured a 
Parents Advisory Committee meet-
ing and a Parents-Faculty Tea. 
The three day weekend was spon-
sored by membel'S of Pi Theta Phi, 
Rho Mu Theta and Delta Sigma. 
President Howard I. · Dillingham reads a SCfOII presenting 
The Honorary Doctor of Letters Degree to guest speaker Dr. Paul 
Dudley White. Dr. White lectured on physical activity as a key to 
successful mental activity. · 
A Kappa Gamma Psi Brau .section is· caught in the act of a 
flawless presentation of "Morgan Music in Three Movements." 
William J. Greenwood is captured by camera during his 
lecture on the place of the college student in the world today. 
Mr. Greenwood was speaker for parents. 
For· That 
Wonderful Day 
Exquisite 
Diamonds 
and 
Beautiful 
Styling 
at 
-----Jewelers========== 
202 E. STATE ST. 
FIRST NAn. BANK BLDG. 
Thursday, October 25, 1962 
Audubon Society Program 
Features Wildlife Films 
yond the smoking factories and 
crowded areas so often seen by 
travelers in order to film an ex-
traordinary picture. 
THEITHACAN 
1181 dway ," Theme 
Of Frosh. Frolics 
Performed Tonite 
"IC Goes Broadway" will be the 
theme of this year's Frosh Frolics, 
the annual Freshman girls presen-
tation which will be held this eve-
Page Five 
Roving Eye 
by Ron Brown and Marian Negr_eponte 
Question: . . . 
According to many scho)ars and h1stona~s, history repeats 
itself or at least assumes a spiral form. In relation to this, do you 
belie~e the United States will one day lose its place among the 
foremost nations of the world? 
Tony Nacinovich-Senior-Radio & 
The City Federation of Women's 
Organizations and the National 
Audubon Society will present five 
Audubon wildlife films during its 
1962-63 program. The film-lecture 
program features mammals, ma-
rine life, birds, insects, wild flow-
ers and found in many out-of-the-
way places-many forms of natural 
wildlife will be presented in dra-
matic action and color. 
ning. 
Olin Sewall Pettingill, Jr. will Each department of Freshman 
host "Tip o' the Mitten" on Feb- · 1 -11 t ·t · · 1 
T.V. 
"This will depend entirely upon 
whether or not the citizens of the 
U.S. are willing to assume further 
responsibility in governmental ac-
tivities. General apathy prevails in 
many areas. As responsible citizens, 
I feel, it is our duty to further 
enlighten ourselves in all areas 
rather than merely riding the band-
wagon. In order for the U.S. to 
remain a successful leader in world 
affairs, each individual must 
assume leadership responsibilities." 
On October 22, Howard Cleaves 
presented "Animals at Night in 
Color'', an amazing revelation of 
the nocturnal activities of varied 
animals, birds and other wildlife. 
On November 14, Charles T. 
Hotchkiss will present "Teton 
Trails" which features a breath-
taking climb up· the Grand Teton, 
the highest peak in the magnificent 
Teton Range in Wyoming. 
On Janua-ry 22, "Little Known 
New Jersey'' will be presented by 
George Rege~sburg who went be-
. . gir s WI presen 1 s own ongma 
ruary 20, a film which takes place k't WSG 1 h · b 
. . . s 1 • upperc assmen ave een 
m the mitten-shaped lower pemn- 1 ted f th · h J . . se ec rom e vanous sc oo s 
sula of Michigan. to assist the freshmen: Dottie 
The last film of the series, "The Gowan and Sandy Rosenblum, 
Shandon Hills'',· will be presented Speech-Drama-Radio-TV; Amanda 
on April 22 by Eben McMillan. Ober and Harriet Kern, Music; 
Central California is the setting Jeanie Heagy and Jean Yaworski, 
for an intin1ate diary of life in Liberal Arts; and Maureen LeGere 
Shandon Hills. and Kay Nutt, Physical-Ed-
Ithaca College students are in- Physical Therapy. 
vited to hear these eminent speak-
ers and see these wild-life films. 
Tickets are obtainable at the W o-
men's Community Building, 100 
West Seneca Stneet, or phone 
AR 2-1247. Season tickets are four 
dollars and a single admission is 
one dollar. 
Last year the Physical Ed-Physi-
cal Therapy Department dethroned 
twice previous champs, Music to 
capture the coveted trophy. 
The annual Musical Variety 
show will be held at 8 p.m. in the 
College Theater. 
Fall Weekend Noyember 2, 3, 4, 
$awyer Boys-Richard Maltby and Orchestra 
The Thrashers-Tickets on sale Monday 
Human Safety Is 
Primary Thought 
Declares Weaver 
Drama 
Tom Curran-Sophomore-History 
"It does appear that history has 
repeated itself in past years. How-
ever, in the circumstance of the 
United States and the increasing 
complexity of the world situation 
now-a-days, it is relatively impos-
sible for the undergraduate to 
successfully ascertain a solution to 
a problem as unpredictable as the 
-~{ cold war or world supremacy." 
Open only to students of 
~ 
ITDACA COLLEGE 
"Trying to fight fire is always 
secondary to being sure of human 
safety," stated Fire Chief Weaver 
speaking before a meeting of dorm 
advisors and head residents on Oc-
tober 16. 
"I think that we're going to blow 
up th.is world. Therefore, not only 
the United States, but also Russia, 
and every country in this world 
will be finished-kaput!!" 
VICEROY 
Football Contest # 3 
First Prize ... $100°0 
Second Prize,.,$25QQ 
Ten 3rd Prizes ... $10°~cH 
12 WINNERS ON THIS CAMPUS IN EACH CONTEST. 
Four contests in all ... New contest every two 
weeks .•. exclusively for the students on · this 
cainpus! You'll find comple.te rules printed on 
Official Football Contest Entry Blanks. 
Ballot Boxes and Entry Blanks are located at: 
College Union Building 
Belmar Delicatessen · 
ENTER NOW 
AND WINI 
Not too Strong .•. Not too Light ... 
\IICEROYS 
got the Taste 
that's right! 
C 1982, BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORP, 
in new 
"Slide-Top" 
Case 
As soon as a fire is discovered 
sound the fire alarm and be sure 
that everyone is out of the building. 
Chief Weaver explained .that the 
fire alarm system on South Hill 
is a local system. When the alarm 
rings tt rings only in the building 
in which it is sounded; the fire 
department must then 'be sum• 
moned by telephone. 
After all occupants are out of 
the building you may re,enter the 
building to fight the fire only if 
you can do it safely. 
Chief Weaver stated, "lit cigar-
ettes caused about 25% of the fires 
in the U.S. The environment in 
which we live is most susceptible 
to lit cigarettes." 
Since approximately 30 people 
lose their lives in fires each day, 
Chief Weaver stressed the need for 
fire drills to train people to act 
without panicking in the event of 
a fire. A campus-wide fire drill 
was held on South Hill last Mon-
day. 
Girls Select New 
Dorm Presidents 
For 162-163 Year 
The girls' dormitories have re-
cently elected their 1962-63 dormi-
tory presidents. These girls, work-
ing closely with the housemothers 
and house councils, assume the 
responsibility of condu'!ting dorm 
meetings. 
The newly-elected officers are: 
Banks, Judy Brown; Bert Rogers 
Lyon, Jean Warren; Cascadilla, 
Cynthia Stampler; Conklin, Pat 
Duncklee. 
Also, Delta Phi Zeta, Helen Fan-
ning; Dormitory #1, Charlotte 
Brugmann; Dormitory #4, Rose-
anne Zangrillo; Dormitory #5, 
Victoria Harding; Griffis, Sandra 
Gray; Hilliard, Mary Moore, 
S.A.I., Amy Lou Richards; West-
minst.er, Tony Molodowitz; Wil-
liams, Carol Na-Deau. 
David Klein-64-Biology 
''In regard to world power, I do 
not think the U.S. will lose com-
pletely its role in safeguarding the 
rights of the people in the free 
world. Its present leadershp has 
been forced upon it by the world 
war in Europe; and now as a United 
Europe regains its position through 
economic stability, it will also have 
to take a hand in world leadership. 
The U.S. and a United Europe will 
------------- share the responsibility of main-
Professor Ferguson 
(C<mtinued from pa_qe. S) 
duced by the government when it 
discovered their rebellious plans. 
The French Solidarity League 
broke up democratic meetings. 
These groups ·who owned and pub-
lished the major newspapers of 
this time also had the support of 
big business. 
After World War II, the mem-
bers of these groups became active 
in the Vichy Movement, an anti 
BOOL'S Flower Shop 
Next to Ithaca Hotel 
Corsages for 
FALL WEEKEND 
215 E. State AR 2-8.410 
taining th.e peace and security of 
our way of life." 
democratic force, which later de-
veloped into the OAS with a view 
of keeping "France for the 
French." 
Together, these rightest groups 
in the Unit.ed States and in France 
are advocating a return to a past 
status quo. For the U.S. groups, 
it would mean the type of govern-
ment before the Civil War and for 
France, a return to the monarchy. 
Cayuga Barber Shop 
HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL 
I. C. 
Come in and sign.up for 
a Free Haircut given away 
every week. 
Experts in all types 
of Haircuts 
2 Barbers • 103 N. Cayuga 
Rich Cacciotti-Prop 
ACADEMY 
BEAUTY SALON 
FALL WEEKEND NOV. 2nd 
113 S. CAYUGA 
8 Stylists to Serve You 
OPEN EVENINGS 
AR 2-5460 
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Knowledge of Our College Pare.nts Weekend I.C. MUSIC 
by Jane Parrick Debate Discusses by Miriam Jacobs 
f h F. L k R · · In maintainin11 it's well-known and long established standards Ithaca is situated in the heart o t e mger a ·es _eg1on at f • M k t . I f c:i 1· h d f h I h C II 
A f b d h ore1gn ar e of mus1ca pro ess1ona ism, t e stu ents O t e t aca O ege the south end of Cayuga _Lake. s a~ as _can e ascertame ' t .e School of Music, while performing at various events over Parents 
Cnti"re region was at one time a great mt_ enor sea. Cayuga Lake 1s A debate against Colgate was h 
A O h h h H d Weekend, once more exhibited to a iF.h degree the outstanding .,351·1\· accessible by boat from the tlantlc cean t roug t_ e_ .u : presented last Saturday as part . . h' d b h " h ~ L k d h M musicians 1p encourage y t e .:;ic oo . son i{iver, and also to any of the Great a es an t e 1ss1ss1pp1 of the Parents' Weekend program. 
R . 1 1 th Barge Canal Carolyn White and Ernest Cioffi, Tclhe Ithaca C1
ollege Choi!', uCnder the .direcCtion of Don Craig, 
· !Yer t1roug 1 c · . . t· IC d b ted . t adde solemn sp endor to the onvocat1ons eremony as thev Surrounding Ithaca are beaut1f ul l111ls and numerous. water- represen mg , e a agams "P . G d , All H' GI ,, b J Peri, and "Th·e 
falls. Taughannock Falls State Park, which i_s located on highway two members of Colgate on the s0ang,. raise,, bo Fn S hisb ory, Y acopo f h h. h f II n the World Taug t' l t . "Re I d th t th . mmpotence, y ranz c u ert. 89, contains one o t e. ig eSt V;:ater a s 1. . ·· · - na IOna 0 P'.ct sot_ve ' fa the And to continue the weekend's festivities, the Ithaca College 
bannock Falls has a height of 21::> feet, which is SO feet higher non-commums n~ ions O .e Concert Band, resplendent in uniforms of blue and gold, added 
than Niagara Falls. O ') h world should estabhsh an economic more than just a colorful ·note to the football game on South Hill. 
Located on route 13 are two more state P.arks. !1e m.1 e sout community." . 
k h h d Walter Beeler's band, consisting of over sixty pieces, filled the Of Ithaca is Buttermilk Falls State Par , w 1_c enves its name The national topic was again · h h' h · · d h h h · h d d d h h nippy autumn Wlt 1g -spmte mare es t at e1g tene the from the milky appeara~ce of the water as it • escen s t roug the subject of a debate on October ever-growing enthusiasm of the crowd. 
two glens with 10 tumbling waterfalls. Three miles from Bu~ter- 23 at Elmira College. Forensic sent Needless to say, the Music Department was instrumental 
ml.lk 1·s Robert H. Treman State Park, .better _known as E.nfield. ei.o·ht members-Ronald Greenwood, p 
I I 12 .,,, in making arents' Weekend, more meaningful and memorable Enfl.eld 1's known for its glen and walkmg_ trai s. t cont~ms. CaTl Taraschi, Ernest Cioffi, Caro- f d d l'k I or stu ents an parents a I e. 
waterfalls and at the base of one of them is a natura swimming lyn White, Pat Fauler, Pam Hoop- This past month the students in the School of Music were 
pool. er, Michael Henpen, and Robert introduced to a new non-compulsory course--Opera Workshop, 
Forest City and Storm County Vernon. a course which enables music students, presumably voice majors, 
Ithaca has been called both of the foregoing names, and On October 24 a Faculty Debate to study an opera in English, thereby building a greater and more 
justifiably so. . . wa~ held in the. Rec. Room. De- varied repertoire. 
Very thick forests once covered the entire area bef~re it bating on the topic, "Resolved, that This year, under the supervision of Mr. Don Craig, the "Work. 
was cleared by the lumber enterprises. ~aps~cker Woods still re- the Democratic m~jority i~, Con- shop" group is studying "The M;uriage of Figaro" by Mozart. In 
mains as a 150 acre woodland plot which 1s used t? house the gress should be mcreased , Dr. studying the opera, each student is expected to study one role 
Laboratory of Ornithology. As a conven_ience to "Birdwatchers" Karret (Gov.) and Dr. Wakestein and, at different intervals, is called upon to sing the song assigned 
and "Wildlife Observers" four miles of trails have been constructed (Hist.) held the affirmative view for that week from that particular role. The students who are en. 
through the woods. . . while Mr. Skaine and Mr. Pritt rolled in this course are very satisfied and talk of a possible in. 
Ithaca also lies in the belt of the cyclomc sto:ms, which may (both in Speech) held the negative. formal performance of "Figaro" late in the year. 
explain the turbulence of tempermen~ aroused m s?me of _th~ ---------------------------------------
natives-For instance: the meter maids, those merciless lad1esr ~,-~~- -··r~----, · 
in blut;, the city judge, and the local P<;>lice f<?rce. In like manner-
the student's reaction when he conflicts with any one of these 
notorious personalities!!! . 
The Chamber of Commerce informs us that the climate of 
Ithaca is normal for its latitude. Are they serious??? The avera~e 
annual temperature is 47.4° and ~he averag~ a~nual ~no~fall 1s 
61.8 inches-(lthaca has never failed to fulf1ll its obhgat10n for 
contributing_ snow yet) AND GET THIS-THE PERCENTAGE 
OF THE POSSIBLE SUNSHINE HOURS IS 45.4-Lots of Luck! 
40,700 peoples plus 16,700 students are enclosed in th~ city 
of Ithaca which covers 6.59 SQUARE MILES and-60 miles of 
street, most of them UP HILL--The scenery is far frc:im monoto-
nous, but walking is ( unless you happen to be travelmg through 
Cascadilla Gorge with your Sunday afternoon date!) 
FAMOUS FIRSTS 
The first white men to reach the head of Cayuga Lake were 
the French missionaries. Ithaca was settled in 1789, but was .not 
named Ithaca until 1795. It derives its name from the ancient 
Greek capital of Ithaca, ( which may explain the !eason for ~he 
presence of "The College Spa" and "Nonnandie." Simeon DeWitt, 
who was the Surveyor General under George Wash_ingto~ is _the 
man responsible for the name Ithaca. Tlie DeWitt Historical 
Society Museum which is open every Tuesday and Thursday from 
8:30 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. has a tremendous collection of material 
showing the growth of Ithaca and Tompkins County. 
DRAMA STUDENTS TAKE NOTICE 
An interesting point to note in the history of Ithaca is that 
it was The First ~ovie Capital cif The World. In 1914, the Whar-
ton Studios, Inc., was established at Renwick Park-better known 
to "us modems" as Stewart Park. In the ensuing few years other 
studios opened here. Screen celebrities were frequently seen on 
the streets of Ithaca, including Lionel Barrymore, Norma Tal-
madge, Irene Castle, Pearl White, Creighton Hale· an.d A_rnold 
Daly. "The Perils of Pauline" is one of the many movies filmed 
here. 
ATTENTION SLATER SYSTEM 
Did you know that Ithaca is responsible for our ice-cream Sun-
dae? The sundae was invented on a hot summer Sunday after-
noon in the soda fountain department of the Christiance-Dudley 
Pharmacy in 1891. Reverend John _M. Scott, P!eacher of the 
Unitarian Church named the new dish Sunday, m deference to 
the day it was se~ved. During the course of the years, the name 
has been changed to Sundae. The Cornell students of the day 
took a liking to the new concoctio~ and .when they returne1 to 
their various homes they took the idea with them; thus the idea 
of a sundae was· born throughout the world. I can't help but 
wonder what Ithaca College Students might nam.e some of the 
choice concoctions originating almost every mealtime. Any Sug-
gestions? 
Dine and Dance at Dick Bethke's 
MELODY INN 
1231 Danby Rd. - 2 Mi. South of New Campus 
Dinners served nightly 5:30-8:30 P.M. Except Sundays 
Orchestra for Dancing Every Friday and Saturday 
Organ Music 6-8 Every Fri. 
Sun., Oct. 28-BILL RILEY QUINTET--Jam Session 
7°10 p.m.-Admission $1.00 AR 2·9628 · 
. , : , _, I i I : ;; , l - r \. 
: , 1 l i i , , , l t 'i : . I ·._ 
:,~i~. . ' ;.. ......... r..~~~~ ........ .... , .................. o ••••••• - .... _~ 
.•• for.a life 
of pride and 
purpose 
Among the young people being graduated from 
college in these times, there are some who think 
and feel-perhaps a little more deeply than the 
others-about the world we live in, the future 
we face. They ask, "How can I make my career 
really meaningful? More than just personally 
rewarding?" 
And many of today's most successful young 
people are finding a fulfilling answer to these 
questio!ls as offic~rs on the Aerospace Team ... 
the Umted States Air Force. They can tell you 
that no career could better combine the oppor-
tunity for achievement-and the deep inner 
,.-"'".· :,. 
-:··::it<··' .. · .. 
.. - ":",•', 
",: ) 
. J 
satisfaction of knowing. that they are helping 
preserve the very future of America. 
How can you become an Air Force Officer? 
If you are a college senior and not currently 
enrolled in· ROTC, Air Force Officer Traini:1g 
School provides an opportunity to qualify for 
a wide variety.of career fields. The graduate of 
this three-month course receives a commission 
as a second lieutenant. As the Air Forsc 
continues its technological advance, officers 
with college training will move into positi0ris 
of increasing importance. 
For full information-including the opportunity 
to earn graduate degrees at Air Force expens_c 
-see the Air Force Selection Team when 1t 
visits your college, visit your local Air Force 
Recruiting Office, or write: Air Force Officer 
Career ·information, Dept. SC210, Box 805, 
New York 1, New York. 
U.S.Air Force 
fOR AMERICA'S FUTURE AND YOUR OWN ... JOIN THE AEROSPACE 1EAM. 
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IC Upsets Powerful University of Bridgeport 
Parent Weekend Crowd Sees 
Bombers Notch 23-14 Victory 
by Bruce Theobald 
The Ithaca Bombers proved themselves as possessing one of 
the top eastern small college football teams last Saturday as they 
handed the University of Bridgeport a 24-13 setback on the South 
Hill gridiron before approximately 3,000 students and pars,,its. 
The Ithacans presented Home-
coming and the Parent's Weekend 
crowd with a different performance 
from last year's showing in the 
annual festivities when they bowed 
to Alfred 14-7 in cold, rainy 
weather. 
This year the Bombers ha-cl 
Mother Nature on their side with a 
beautiful warm, sunny day, and 
they responded by displaying prob-
ably the· best game to date this 
year. 
In fact, Coach Dick Lyon re-
marked, "It was one of the best 
games I've (as a spectator) ever 
seen here at Ithaca." He termed 
the contest as a hard hitting ball 
game that resulted in several in-
juries. 
"Nobody Over Our Heads" 
Concerning the ·victory, Lyon 
added, "This (the victory) means 
that there isn't anybody on our 
schedule that is over our heads." 
He felt that the warm weather 
was an asset to his team as he 
pointed out the fact that depth 
proved to be a deciding factor in 
the final outcome. 
It was a contest in which the 
credit could go to no one indi;idual, 
but to the team as a whole. After 
one person would tum in a good 
play, another one was right there 
to reciprocate. 
carries and averaged 35 yards a 
punt. 
Bridgeport outgained the hosts 
on the ground 222 to 142, but the 
difference came in the air where 
the winners picked up 229 to the 
loser's 85. 
The Bombers rolled up a 16-0 
lead and then staved off several 
threats before scoring an insur-
ance tally in the last period in win-
ning its fourth straight game. Ith-
aca is now 4-1 on the season 
while the Purple Knights sport a 
3-3 mark. 
Guard Curko booted a 26 yard 
field goal late in the first quarter 
and then IC scored two touch-
downs within four minutes after 
the second period began, 
_ After Odell returned a punt 41 
yards to the IC 42 yard line, the 
Bombers moved 48 more yards ·in 
ten plays in setting up Curko's 
kick. Karas connected on three of 
four aerials in this drive and Odell, 
Monje and Annotto chopped off big 
chunks. 
IC's first touchdown 
It only took three plays with an 
aid of a penalty for Ithaca to go 
82 yards and its first touchdown. 
Halfback Billy Odell is off on a 41 yard punt 
return in the first period. 
At the right, Len Muhlich, another halfback, 
maneuvers behind two Bridgeport safety men 
to snag a pass from QB, Denis Slattery, in the 
last quarter. The play covered 36 yards. 
DeGregorio and Oshan then en-
gineered a 67 ya.rd march in eight 
plays with a 23 yard throw from 
DeGregorio to Carrol climaxing the 
attack. Monje and Karas co!Jided 
as they both jumped to knock the 
pass down, and Carroll ended up 
with the pigskin. 
The Purple Knights again went 
for two but Oshan was caught 
short of the goal line. 
A 17 yard pass to Odell from 
Slattery put the ball at midfield, 
but Tony Lumenti recovered a 
pass-off fumble for the Purple and 
White. 
This next Bridgeport threat 
ende'a at the winner's 19 yard line 
on downs. 
Second Unit Takes Over 
Then !C's second unti took over 
the reigns. Len Muhlick, another 
halfback, ate up nine yards on the 
first play and then raced up the 
middle 27 yards, cutting beautiful-
ly to the Bridgeport 45 yard line, 
only to have a 15 yard penalty 
nullify the run. 
and a 15 yard penalty for piling 
on moved the ball to the 11. 
Monje cracked off tackle to the 
four, and two plays later scored on 
the same play from three yards out. 
Curko converted to make it 24-14, 
with about nine minutes left in the 
contest, 
Odell almost sprang loose on 
another punt return in the late 
moments of the game. He caught 
Oshans 52 yard boot on his own 
three, fumbled it, picked it up and 
darted right through the entire 
Bridgeport squad. Had he not 
stepped out of bounds on the Pur-
ple Knight's 41 yard line, it would 
have been another Ithaca score. 
Halfback Billy Odell, repeating 
his phenomenal play from last 
week, gained 41 yards on the 
ground includi~g one touchdown 
run, 36 in the air (four passes), 
and electrified the. fans with two 
more sensational punt returns that 
Annotto tore off six yards before 
an eight yard surge by Odell and 
a personal foul penalty preceeded 
a 56 yard pass play from Karas 
to Farguhar. The right end 'Caught 
the ball on about tl!e 40 yard line 
and outran the defenders the rest 
of the way. Curko converted and IC 
led 10-0. 
The visitors stormed right down 
the field at the start of the second 
half, but Tozzi's five yard inter-
ception, caused by Yengo hitting 
the quarterback at the time of the 
throw, turned the tide the other 
way. Only a trip over his own 
player at the twelve prevented 
Tozzi from going all the way. 
Slattery took to the air again, 
and on the following play, Muhlick 
got behind his defenders and Staff writing positions 
are still available. 
covered 41 and 56 yards. . 
Quarterback Larry Karas only 
played one half but in that time 
did enough damage to hurt any 
opponent. The 5 ft 10 in. senior 
connected on seven of his first 
eight aerials and wound up with 
eight for ten that accounted for 
165 yards. 
"Sophomore of the game" 
Not that that was enough, re-
serve quarterback Dennis Slattery, 
tabbed as "sophomore of the game," 
• came on in the last half and spear-
headed three of four passes into 
i Ithacan arms for 64 yards. He 
: also ran the .ball four times, gain-
ing 23 yards. 
Halfback Gene Monje played an-
other strong game for the third 
, straight week. He rushed for 17 
Yards (four carries), caught four 
Passes for 57 yards, and scored 
the insurance TD on a three yard 
dash. 
Larry Tozzi, fullback, is another 
lwbo also turned in a fine perform-
lance. It was his pass interception 
[ at the five yard line in the third 
!
stanza that coach Lyon cited as 
the turning point in the game, 
\ The interior line play of Nick 
!Gordon, Roger Hayes, co-captain 11John Miller, Chuck Henke, Jack 
Yengo, Sam Curko, Jim Wilson, 
Blase Iuliano and Roger Kirkhart, 
1°vershadowed and even forgotten 
\b~ many, contained the hard-run-
ning Bridgeport backs when the 
chips we're down, including small 
college All-American candidate 
Mike Oshan. Before being injured, 
Oshan ripped off 131 yards on 26 
Farquhar Booms Punt 
The Bombers failed to earn a 
first down, and Farguhar boomed 
a 43 yard punt to the Bridgeport 
38. 
snagged a beautiful catch over his _____________ _ 
shoulders at the Bridgeport 46 and 
After the ensuing kick-off, Ray 
Spadafora, center, recovered Don 
Mazza's fumble on the 21 yard line 
and within three minutes the 
Bombers had its second TD. 
This time it took five downs to 
go the distance. Odell spurted to 
the 12 yard line, and then Karas 
found Farquhar in the end zone 
all alone-but an illegal procedure 
penalty nullified the tally. Odell 
and Annotto then combined to 
gain a first down on the nine. From 
here Odell charged through the 
left side of the line and hit pay-
dirt. IC missed the two extra point 
attempt and the score remained 
16-0. 
Fumbles aid Bridgeport 
After running three of the next 
four plays for 24 yards, Oshan 
fumbled to Paul Jacoby on the 
IC 32 yard line. 
Two fumbles set up Bridgeport's 
retalliation. Buddy Brooke fumbled ., 
carried ten more yards to the 35 
yard line. 
Another big penalty sent the ball 
back to midfield. A 13 yard run 
by Slattery and a nine yard pass 
to Monje set up a fourth and two 
play. Slattery got the first down 
a punt on the IC 26 yard line, and 
Gordon Shaw capped the scoring 
drive in nine plays with a one yard 
plunge. A pass from DeGregorio to 
Dick Carroll on a fourth and two 
situation at the seven yard line 
set up the six points. DeGregorio 
ran for the two extra points. 
With 2 :35 on the clock, Ithaca 
took the kick-off ahd threatened 
Halfback Gene Monje hauls down a high pass from Larry 
Karas for a gain of 15 yards in a march that led to the first score, 
a field goal. Coming up for I.C., behind Monje, is Billy Odell (40). 
quickly only to have it backfire. 
Karas toossed to Monje at midfield, 
but the advance was erased due to 
a penalty. 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
,,. 
HICKEY'S 
MUSIC STORE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
Karas then turned around and 
hit Monje again, this time up the 
middle. Monje headed for the right 
side of the field where he lateraled 
to Farguhar who completed the 41 
yard play to the Bridgeport 28 
yard line. The drive was halted, 
however, as Annotto fumbled on I 
the next down. , _____________ _. 
CHANTICLEER 
Best Spaghetti 
and Steaks 
Fraternity Meetings 
and Parties 
2nd Floor 
at 
State and Cayuga 
AR 2-9678 
Kline's 
Pharmacy 
112-114 N. Aurora 
AR 3.3033 
Introducing 
. by Prince Machabelli 
Especially For Females 
The Family Drug Store 
Away From Hime 
Students 
Beat the Freeze 
with 
Anti-Freeze! 
For Your Winterizing 
and Automotive Needs 
See 
Floreck Esso Service 
1018 W. State St. 
(Cor. W. Buffalo St.) 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
AR 3-6632 
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Lucille Baker Vocal Recital 
Scheduled For Sunday Night 
by Lura Jean Brown 
This Sunday evening, October 
28, at 8:15 p.m., Lucile Baker will 
present a vocal recital in the Music 
Hall, 
Her program consists of four 
short arias by Handel: Sommco 
Dei, Va Godcnde, Alma Mia, and 
Amor Commanda; four love songs 
by Brahms :Sapphische Ode, Die 
Mainocht, Von Ewige Liebe, and 
Botschaft; and Ah Per/Me, Spcr-
guire by Beethoven. 
Following an intermission, Mrs. 
Baker will continue with Hermit 
Songs of Samuel Barber. These 
are a: translation of eighth and 
thirteenth century manuscripts of 
monks. The first performance of 
these took place in 1953. The pro-
gram will end with four Biblical 
songs by Dvorak: The Lord is My 
Shepherd; Hear My Prayer; 0 
Lord; By the Waters of Babylon; 
and I Will Sing You Songs of Glad-
ness. 
Mrs. Baker has studied at West-
mister Choir College, .;Julliard, 
Jamestown Community College, 
Fredonia State Teachers' College; 
she received her B.S. and Master 
of Music degrees from Ithaca Col-
lege. She has been a full-time 
faculty member at IC since the Fall 
of 1961. 
Besides teaching and singing, 
Mrs. Baker is kept quite busy car-
ing for her two sons, Steven, 14; 
and Bruce, 13. Mr. Baker teaches 
at Rochester Institute of Tech-
nology, 
Mrs. Baker will be accompanied 
by Larry Holdridge, a 1961 gradu-
ate of Itha:ca College. Mr. Hold-
ridge is presently teaching in a 
junior high school in Massapequa, 
Long Island. 
Phi Mu Alpha 
(Continued from page 1) 
net Quartet comprised of James 
Beach, Henry Slechta, Louis Turro, 
and Anthony Maiello. 
The latter half of the program 
will begin with a: Woodwind Quin-
tet, including Sherry Abrams, 
flute; John Degler, clarinet; John 
McGowen, oboe; Thomas Arnold, 
bassoon; 11nd Brian Sternberg, 
French horn, playing "Divertimen-
to No. 1 in B flat Major" by 
Haydn. 
The final composition of the 
evening will be "The Testament of 
Freedom," three passages from the 
writings of Thomas Jefferson, with 
music by Randall Thompson. The 
Phi Mu Alpha Men's Chorus will 
be conducted in this work by Don-
ald Ellsworth and accompanied by 
John Whitney. 
THE ITHACAN 
Freshmen Topple 
Brockport Eleven 
On South Hill 32-2 
by Kevin O'Shea 
The IC yearlings, running and 
passing as they pleased, completely 
outclassed the Brockport State 
jayvee football team at South Hill 
last Friday afternoon, to the tune 
of 32-2. 
Backs Bob Glazer, Al Plummer 
and Noel Murano and the tough 
Ithaca line tore the Eagle defenses 
to shreds while Quarterbacks La-
Vern Gibson_ and Bob Peach pre-
vented Brockport from concentrat-
ing on !C's running game by turn-
ing in fine passing displays. 
Plummer taUied three times in 
runs of 7 and 15 yards, and on a 
30 yard pass from Peach. 
Glazer ran wild all afternoon. 
He climaxed two drives by plung-
ing over from the one in the first 
quarter. Late in the second period 
he took a short pass from Gibson 
at the Brockport 30 and everted 
three or four seemingly-sure tack-
lers on his way.for the score. 
Brockport n e v e r seriously 
threatened to make a game of it. 
Their yardage was gained in small 
chunks and repeatedly lost in large 
chunks as-the Ithaca defensive line, 
led by Max Stolzenberg, Gil Lilien-
thal, Louis Gnida and Ben Orsino, 
were frequent visitors in the Brock-
:----------------------------..., port ba-ckfield whenever they dared 
The "Nitee" 
The Champion NITEE is the most comfortable NITEE in the 
world, and it's a natural for every miss in high school or 
college. We cut it extra full and long of soft, smooth cotton 
and we make sure it is fully washable. Cut special for 
sleepability and comfort. Girls love it for parties, travel 
and gifts--and we have a special gift box for each nitee. 
Red Yellow Navy-PRICE $2.50 
Fun-Tyme 
102 WEST STATE 
TEL. AR 2-9361 
to poach in IC territory. 
Brockport's two points came on a 
safety, "1hen after giving up pos-
session on the Ithaca two, they 
trapped a Bomber back behind the 
goal line. 
Chi Sigma Gamma 
!C's newest Sorority, Chi Sigma 
Gamma, has announced its forma-
tion under the advisorship of Miss 
M.ildred Brahmer. 
Chi Sigma Gamma is a local 
Mathematics and Science Sorority. 
The first pledge class will be initi~ 
ated in the Spring Semester 19~3. 
ARE-YOU AN 
ENVELOPE 
LICKER? 
A stamp sticker? A letter writer? 
Most of us aren't. That's why 
the telephone was invented. A 
Long Distance call home· is so 
much quicker than writing. 
Pleasanter, too • . . because 
you're "home" for a little while. 
Try it, tonight. Rates are low· 
est, remember, every evening 
after 6 and all day Sunday. 
New York Telephone 
~ Part ot tne nationwide 
~ Bell Telepnone System 
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SOCCERMEN DROP 3 STRAIGHT 
SEASON'S RECORD STAND'S 4-4 
by Lou Ricks 
An injury riddled Ithaca College varsity soccer team dropped 
three games last we_ek as it was shutout by Cortland and Colgate 
5-0, and ~ i;espect1v~ly, and' dropped a 2-1 decision to R.I.T. in a 
double overtime affair last Saturday at Rochester. This brings 
the bombers season record to 4-4. 
How Ithaca Foes Fared 
LYCOMING 32, C. W. POST 14 
ALFRED 26, HOBART 6 
WEST CHESTER 41, SOUTHERN 
CONNECTICUT 0 
BROCKPORT 14, TRENTON 
STATE 8 
CORTLAND 26, KINGS 6 
Yen.go "was" Top 
Punter; Ave. 44.9 
Statistics of the National Col-
legiate Athletic Bureau two weeks 
ago listed Jack Yengo of Ithaca, 
IC left end, as punting leader 
among the nation's small coleges. 
After three games, he had punted 
seven times for an average of 44.9 
yards. 
Yengo's off day in the Cortland 
game brought him down consider-
ably from his previous ranking. 
Varsity Harriers 
Lose To Colgate 
Cortland scored twice in the first 
period, and once in the second 
third, and fourth periods to aveng; 
last year's 3-2 loss. In addition to 
losing the game, Ithaca suffered 
injuries to Co-captain Pete Navar. 
etta, fullback Warren Albrecht 
and right wing Don Fazio. Play'. 
ing well for the losers were in-
sides Gerd Lutter and Wayne Beck 
fullback LeRoy Green, and win; 
Don Perrier. 
Colgate just had too many guns 
for the undermanned Ithacans as 
it scored fo the first thirty seconds 
of the contest. Scoring twice more 
the first half and three times in the 
second half, the Red Raiders buried 
the Blue and Gold in their worst 
defeat of the year. In addition to 
the Cortland casualties, key in-
juries to halfbacks Jerry D'Hont 
and Andy Palmer, and center for-
ward Steve O'Dea, plus the ab-
sence of wing Al Newa, further 
dampened the bomber cause. Full-
back Rich Meyer, halfback Carl 
Colgan, and forwards Pancho Cas-
sese and John Nindl played well 
in the losing effort. 
With some of the injured return-
ing to the starting lineup, I.C. out-
shot and outplayed. the stubborn 
The varsity cross country har-
riers lost to Colgate University last 
Saturday and will be looking to re-
bound back into the win column 
today when they host Harpur Col- Rochester Institute of Technology 
lege. to lose in double overtime to the 
Sporting a 2-5 record Coach Techmen, 2-1. R.I.T. drew first blood 
Don Read's runners travel' to Buf- when they scored late in the first 
falo Saturday to enter the Canisius pe~od. ~.!though completely domi-
Invitational natmg play after that, the tie pro-
• ducing tally wasn't scored until the 
Intramural League 
Standings 
Touch Football* 
w 
Trojans 
66ers 
Delta Kappa 
Vigilantes 
Valentine 
Collegians 
• As of October 21 
5 
4 
3 
3 
2 
$ 
Last Week's Results 
66ers 19, Trojans O 
Valentine 13, Collegians 0 
Delta Kappa 13, Vigilantes O 
Trojans 38, Valentine O 
CROSS COUNTRY 
final period when Wayne Beck, 
with an assist by Gerd Lutter, 
headed on into the enemy cage. 
The host upstaters netted the tie 
breaking point with 2:48 elapsed 
in the second overtime. Ithaca 
L made 24 shots while limiting the 
1 winners to nine. In addition to Beck 
and Lutt;er, returning players Pete 
2 Navaretta, Andy Palmer, Jerry 
3 D'Hont, and Al Newa, played an 
3 outstanding game for the visitors. 
4 Coach Isadore "Doe" Yavits 
6 credits a mental letdown, as well as 
physical injuries, for the soccer 
mens reversal of form this past 
week. Yavits hopes with just three 
games remaining on the schedule, 
the players will play as they did 
early in the season and that they 
will finish up with a winning sea-
son. 
Ithaca, returning home this Sat· 
In the first intramural cross urday to host Oswego· in the final 
~un_try meet Gerd Lutter came home game of the season, tra\'eled 
m firs~ for the Mudders with a to Geneva yesterday to play H0bart. 
13_:51 time for the two and a half The Hooters close out the season 
mile course, but the Road-Runners next Wednesday against powerful 
placed men in the second, third, Brockport at Brockport 
and fifth positions to win the meet · 
10-11. The results: Lutter· (Mud-
ders), Jim Lµmley (Road-Runners), 
Dick Morse (Road-Runners), Tom 
Gilliam (Mudders), Paul Whitman 
(Road-Runners), and John Freitis 
(Mudders). 
VOLLEYBALL 
w L 
Spookums 2 1 
Bubbers 2 1 
Chinese Bandits 1 2 
Clinton House 1 2 
Results 
Spookums defeated Bubbers 15-
10 and 15-8. 
Chinese Bandits defeated Clinton 
House (forfeit). 
I.C. vs. C.W. Post 
Saturday at 2-p.m. 
THE NEW 
COLLEGE SPA 
Pete Atsedes, your host 
College Spa the Most 
216 E. STATE STREET 
